Photography Unit Post-test KEY

Please answer the following questions to the best or your ability. The questions include T / F, multiple choice, fill in the blank, short answer, and matching.

1. T/F Photography is the art of taking and processing photographs. **True**

2. When using a film camera what creates the printable image?
   a. Lens
   b. Film
   c. Camera body
   d. **All of the above**

3. Match the type of camera with its characteristic.
   A. Film
   B. Digital
   1. Records images electronically using a built-in processor
   2. Three elements combine to create a printable image
   3. Lens refracts light onto a computer chip
   4. Made up of the lens, the film, and the camera body

4. What creates interest and appeal to those viewing the image? **Photo Composition**

5. List three rules to improve photo composition.
   1. **Simplicity, Subject-background relationship**
   2. **Framing, Rule of Third**
   3. **Centering and symmetry, Lines**

6. What is it called when you fix minor mistakes in a photograph by removing minor distractions that might hold the attention of the viewer? **Photo Manipulation**

7. List three elements of photo manipulation.
   1. **Cropping, Resizing**
   2. **Red eye, Exposure**
   3. **Color**

8. Picture Element = **Pixel**

9. T/F An image produced for print needs to be 72 ppi. **False**

10. What color mode should be selected for digital images? **RGB**